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ABSTRACT --r
A teaching aid appropriate for a beginning course on

V

experimental design is presented. The 'aid is a numerical example
shich'iillustrates some of the theoretical interrelations among three
:Competing design analysis strategies for timating treatment effects

in random assignment designs. The analysis ategies considered'are
analysis of variance (ANOVA), of the poOttest, 1- NOVA of an index of

response, and analysit of covariance (11COVA).-The-lirst relationship
illustrated is that all three strategies 'estimate the-same effects.

thus, choice of strategy may-rest on precision and oiher factors not
Considered here, such as assumptions and robustness to violation of,
assum'Otions. The second relationship illustrated was precision; it

was considered by comparison of mean square errors. Tables present a
summary of the analysis strategies shoving effects and error terms
Symbolically, as well as the numerical example itself. (Author/CP)
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The purpose of this.paperia to present a numerical example whichallus-

-ip
trates some of the theoretical interrelationships among several competing

.%.10
analysis strategies.', The analysis strategiet Considered are ANOVA of the

e--I ,
_

posttest, ANOVA of an indek of response, and ANCOVA. The context for.compai-

L ing the analysis strategies is any balanced design having random assignment .4
o

of experithental units to levels of a fixed independent, variable (T) .a single,

random dependent variable (Y), and a single random co-Variable (X). The num-

erical example and the comparisohof results from competing analysis strate-

gies may. facilitate students' Undetanding of more general relationships.

One of the'topics typically considered in a beginning course on.experi

mental design is methods for improving precision, where preciiion,is defined

as the-standard error, of a simple contrast. It is helpful to introduCethese

a on

methods for random assignment experiments so that the more difficult problems

of measuring change are not distracting. Thus, the studeLt starts with the
a

belief that effects estimated by ANOVA of the posttest are nfinterest.andr

that they may be used to define the null hypotheses that motivated the study."

A'treatment effect for ANOVA-of the posttest is defined

ay "T- T.
µy.:

* Invited paper for Educational Statisticians Symposium, "Tips iorjeadhing

Basic Statistical Concepts", AERAT1978.
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where py' denotes the populatiorimean of the Tth Level of the independent

41
variable on the posttest. The null hypothesis can then be std

Ho: E a
2

= 0 ,

T=1 T.

where t denotes the number of levels of T.

ANOVA of the posttest serves as a baseline against which other striate-
..

gieS may be judged. In judging the utility of a new strategy the stu4ent

firstlhust be convinced that the effe

e ones of interest, i.e., the same

is estimated by.the'newstrategyAre

s would be yielded by ANOVA of the post-

tep .once the. validity of the effectshas been establiShed, the student'

-should consider precision. There are, of course, other criteria for select-

ing among design /analysis strategies, e.g., assumptions and robustness to

violation of assumptions, but they are beyond the scope of this paper.

Alternative Strategiek

ANOVA of index of response is a design/analysis strategy that might be

considered in place,I.Of ANOVA of the posttest. An index of response is de-

fined

ZTR : YTR 7 KX

6

where R denotes replication and K is-any constant. The most popular form

of index of response is when K equalsont, i.e.', a gain score. The design.

for ANOVA of index, of response is identical to thatfor ANOVA of posttest

except that information is also available on a covariable X., Once the index

has been'created it is used as'the dependent variable:in ANOVA. The effects

estimated by ANOVA of Z are

4

cvZ av
T. T.

01



and are easily, obtained by substitutioh. Since given random assignment all

are zero,. the student quickly sees that independent of choice of K,, the,

strategy estimates the desired effects. Relevant to pedision, the expected

value of the. mean square error, for ANOVA of Z is

2

aZ
2 2

PRY) a a,

where.a = K-py.x,pky is the correlation of X

I,
on X Pooled within levels of T (Porter and

L-

and Y'and a-y.x. is the slope of Y

Chibucos, 1973). ,.While this ex-

pressitm makes it easy to see that setting K = py.xyields'minimumerror var-

iance, it is also true that ANOVA cif Z will be'more precise than ANOVA of Y

whenever

0 < K py; 2.

Yet a third design/analysis strategy for impro4ig precision is the

analysis of covariance. An ANCOVA effect is defined

0
( =

.

ay OY.X clX
T.T. T.

where prime denotes adjusted effect. As was true for. index of response, the

second term of an ANCOVA effect disappears Under random assignment and ANCOVA

is sFlen to estimate the effects of interest.

sqUare error for ANCOVA is

The expected value of the mean

clY-X P'Y (1 PXY) d.f.-

wherg d.f. denotes degrees of freedom.

Teaching ANOVA of index of re'sponse prior to ANCOVA has some advantages.

First, ANOVA of index of response is an intuitive procedure which is compu -.

tationally straightforward. -ANCOVA is computationally mysterious but can



be thought of as essentially an index of response in which py.x is est(--

'mated from the sample rather than known a priori.* The smaller the sample

the poorer the patimate of Byx, and so the larger [1 +1717:i3 and thus

error vam4ance. Conversely,as sample size goes to,infinity, the sample.

estimate of py.x converges on the parameter, and the error variance reduces

to its minimum. Thus, a second advantage of teaching ANOVA of.index of re-
.

sponse.first is that, consistent with intuition, the limiting form of the

error variance for ANCOVA is identical to the minimum error variance for

index

-7
4

of response. summary of the effects and variances of the three

strategies considered is prov!ded-inTable 1.

A Numerical Example 9

Table 2 'captains data that can be used to illustrate the interrelation-

ships Presented in Table 1. In the example, there are two treatments and two

levels of a second independent variable, say sex, (S), crossed with,treitments.

The design is balanced with five individuals per cell. The data in Table 2,

have several properties whichfacilitate instruction. First, the observations
.

on the posttest'(y) and the covariable (X) are all whole numbers of modest

size. Second, the correlation between X and Y is exactly .8 within each cell.

Third, the within cell variances.of X-and Y,are equal so that the slope of

Y on Xis "equal to the correlation between Y and X. -Finally, the treatment

level means op the coyariable are exactly equal. While this is unlikely gives

random assignment, it is consistent with the long-run expectation and will

facilitate illustration of the -Table 1 relationships..

* ANCOVA is not, however, computationally equivalent to ANOVA of Z
where

Y-X
is the sample esti ate of _slope.

A

OYX



Ignoring the covdriable information it is possible to analyze the post-

test data using a two-way fixed effects ANOVA. The results Of such an analysis

are reported in,Table.4. The Ftest for a sex by treatment-interaction'is
.

'zero proViding no.evidence for rejecting the null hypothesis. The.F test.for

a treatment effect is 2 which does not exceed the tabled critical value Of

4.49 for a+` .05. While the F test for a sex main effect was significant,

it_ was 'pro(bably never in doubt. From the point of view of precision, the

treatment effects

OA
=

TT.
Y.. go + .5

O

(Table 3) were not.judged to ,from, zero sing an error variance

of MS = 2.5.
I:TS

ac
The observations: on.X-contained in Tible 2 migh have-been used to form

an index of response.. Since gain scores have been so popular and because

theyhavq,also been so heavily criicized'(CrohbaCh and Furby, 1970) gain .

scores is a pedagogically good starting point, The results. of an ANOVA.of

gain scores are repotted. in Table Consistent with the conclusion from

Table. I that index of response tests the. same IlypOthesis as ANOVA of.the post-

eat, the mean.square treatment is equal to five in both Tables 4 and 5. 'Simi-
,..,...... .,... .

.. .

.
larly,' using the. means from Table 3 -the treatment effects for gain-sCoAs are

,

"
4F(ZT. *vgY

T.- T

= .

It must be. remembered, hoWever, that this identity of effeelts at the sample

evel is a function of, exactly equal treatment means.on X.and'should not

be expected in practice...
b
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Using scores the interaction F. teat remains zero but the treatment

effect. F. test is 5 which is statistically significht at a 1= .05. The sig-

nificant F results'from the errdr variance having been reduced from 2.5 tor,

1.0. The. main.pOint Tor the student is that thetm results could.have been

.

Predicted from the relationships Summarized in Table 1, i.4.,

a

2 2. 2)1,
ai = a

Y.
(1 - p2 ) a

XY

= 2.5 (l_.82)+(1 - .8)2 2.5

la 1 0

Table 6 provides information on theTrelatiollship between Kipy.k and

the mean square error.' Consistent with the relationships given in Table.1,

error variance IS seen to be a minimum when X/gy..x - 1. .Further, the example

illustrates that igiative to improvement over ANOVA of the postteit the break-

even points are Xifilyx-equal O'and 2.
0

As an aside, it is useful to point or to the student that the precision

of gain scores for testing effects was' unite good despite p9pular!criticis0..

about their low reliability. Explaining the.paradox-isbeyold the Scope of

this paper but worth including* in a-course on experimental design (Morter,

,

1973). The beginning student might also be interested toknowrihat-on occasion

a repeated measures_design haa!been suggested as an alternative to the low

. reliability gain scores. .While the algebra is tedious; the numerical example

from Table 2 provides an easy illustration -that the two prOcedures are iden,

tical. -Using Pretest as level one and posttest as level_twO of a repeated'.

maasureS dimension!crossed!With T, S, and I; the ANOVA results are presented

in Table7, The meiensqua;eS in Table 7 are exactly half-the comparable man
.

.Squares.for gain scores given in .Table,5 sothat the factor-cancels when formingj



.

thel. tests.

Analysis of covariance is' the final analysis atrategy to be . illustrated

using the data from Table.2 and the results are presented in Table,8. Again,

the mean square for treatments and treatments by sex interaction are as
.

.
. -. . .

before, i.e., five and zero,respectiliely. Similarly,. ANCOVA adjusted treat-.

pent effects estimated using means from Table 3 arc+ .5 as they were far each

of the other design/analysis strategies. The mean square error for ANCOVA is

seen to be .96 which could have been predicted from Table 1, i.e.,

- .

I

,. 2 2

cr'iOt =,a,Y PXY) [1+ d.:.-2 i.

1

= 2.5 (1 .--.82) [1 + 14]

= .96

Again, these numerical xesults allow the student to verify predic ions bated

on relationships summarized in Table.l. For exaiple, the ANCOVA can square

error is,not as small as the minimum mean fiquare error for ANOVA o indei'
I.

L
of response. Further, not counting the ioss of one degree of freedom

the example ANCOVA is comparable to gain ecoresjn,precision, At\ his point.

the student may wish to refer to COx (1957) Where.an index o rec sion is

prOvided that reflects both mean square error.and degrees of-freedom..

4
Tia.summary, the purpose of thispaper has been to laTesenta teaching aid

that might be used in a begineing,course on experimental design. The..intent

oT.the aid is to provide_concreteillustrations of some :of the interrelation-

ihips among three_ alternative design/analysis strategies, for- estiMitting.treat'

ment effects in random assignment designs. The f tat relationship to, bi



illustrated is that 11:thiee strategies estimate .the same effeCts. Thus,
. .

choice of strategy iay rest on precision and other factors not toniideitd

'here. The second relat onship to be it1ustrated was precision nd was consi-

dered by compariion of m an,square arrors.',

ti
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ANnvA of Z

:ANOVA
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Table I
Summary of AnAlysit Strategies

Iffea.

a'Y /31'X
T.

e

-1.

a

4.

Error

at-

I

,

2 .ry .

2 V 2 2
a !X

iT -17Yn PXY'. df :2 J

"s

;

I I

I.

yi

.0
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Table 2
Example.Data

11;

9

10

6 8
.9 11 . 2

7 7
,

T-X

.2

0

-I --

T

I 11 0
6

17. 14' 14. 0
I

8
10 .12 2,

19 13
. ,

15 2-

110, -12. ._13 ' 1
4

111
_ 6 7 1

112 r.
8

io
13. 1

/14 7

115 '9

8 0
- 1

6 -1
10 -1\

116

47

I 20

12

14

10

13

11

12' .00
13

11" 1

14 1,

10 -1

1 d '1'2' Tr atmants One. a TwoT2: iul
. ; ,

4 Si
1 2afid S2: Two Sexes

-, . ,'
"Pc, .

.,I -,1.20 Individuals'
,X; antecedent Informatinn (covariable)

Pojittest` rr Ouicoie Variable"
y-X: Gain Spoil'

-

r

-



Table 3

I O

Mans for The It Presented in Table bee.

.

X

Y

I

a

S1`
.

8 12 10

8 12 10

12. .`( 10
/` L.. 4.

S2

_
9 13

---Y-

8 12 .s.,

8.5 12.5,

si S2

5

o.

3.



Table 4

Analysis of Variance of the Posttest Data

Sources d.f. SS

T 1. 5-

S 1 80 80 32

TS 1 0 0 0

I:TS 16 40 2.5

* r
F-Value Required For Statistical Significance at a .05-with.
1 and ,16 degrees of freedoa is. 4.49. -

O



__Table 5

AnalySis. of Variance.of the Gain Scores

Sources

T

S

TS,

I:TS

* ReqUired F

d.f. SS

1 5 5

1 0 0

1 0 0

16 ,16 1

(d.f, 1, "16; a =..05)

r.

il



Table 6

The Effect of'ehoice of K on the'Pre-
eision of ANOVA of Iadex of Response

-.2

.0

V

K/Oy.x. \ 2

'17Z

-.25 3.4'

.00 2.5

.75 1.3

1.00 .9

1.25 1.0

2.00 2.5

2.25 3.4



Sources

I: TS

TM

SM

TSM

IN:TS

Table 7

Repeated Nie-aures Analysis of Variance
Using Pretest and Posttest as Measures

d.f. . SS MS

1

1

. 16

1 2.5

16

0

.5

.5

F a 4.49 required for significance at a

a

5

with. and



Table 8

Analysis of Covariance of thg Posttest Data Using X as the Covariata

Sources d.f. SS
X

SS.

T 1 0 .5

S 1 ,60 80

, TS 1 , O 0

. I:TS . 16 '40 40

SSA SS Y' d.f.'
Y

0' . 5

io- .1.07

0 0

32 14.4

1 5 5.21,

I.- 1;07 1:11.

1 0 or

15

F must equal or exceed 4.54 to be statistically significant at.a

1 and 15 d.f.

ti

45. foie-
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